
 

Dwarf galaxies shed light on dark matter
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An optical image of one of the isolated galaxy groups observed with the
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Magellan Telescope in Chile. The red knots reveal emissions that signify recent
and ongoing star formation. The deep optical image also reveals asymmetrical
morphologies/shapes possibly resulting from an interaction. Credit: Kelsey E
Johnson, Sandra E Liss, and Sabrina Stierwalt

The first sighting of clustered dwarf galaxies bolsters a leading theory
about how big galaxies such as our Milky Way are formed, and how dark
matter binds them, researchers said Monday.

Theorised but never seen, the bundled galaxies were discovered using the
largest optical survey of the night sky ever compiled, they reported in the
journal Nature Astronomy.

Seven clusters of three-to-five galaxies are each 10 to 1,000 times
smaller than the Milky Way.

Unlike our home galaxy, all have long-since stopped giving birth to new
stars.

"We suspect these groups are gravitationally bound and thus will
eventually merge to form one larger, intermediate-mass galaxy," said
lead author Sabrina Stierwalt, an astrophysicist at the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory in Charlotteville, Virginia.

The findings shed light on several big questions about how structures
such as galaxies formed in the early Universe, she told AFP.

A leading theory predicts that, after the Big Bang some 13.7 billion years
ago, smaller things joined together to form bigger ones.

But there has been frustratingly little observational evidence of such
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mergers occurring on a scale as small as dwarf galaxies, Stierwalt
explained.

One reason is that dwarf galaxies are hard to see. Only two—known at
the Magellanic Clouds—are visible to the naked eye.

As of a decade ago, no more than a dozen had been identified by
astronomers.

And even as bigger telescopes made their discovery commonplace, those
found were either isolated "field dwarfs," or "satellite dwarfs" being
cannibalised by larger galaxies.

"Independent groups of only low-mass galaxies—like the ones we
found—reveal a possible formation mechanism for larger ones such as
our Milky Way," Stierwalt said.
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Four of the dwarf galaxies Credit: Kelsey E Johnson, Sandra E Liss, and Sabrina
Stierwalt

The clusters are between 200 million and 650 million light years away
from Earth.
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"That sounds like a lot, but it is relatively nearby given the vast size of
the Universe," she said.

Hunting dark matter

The researchers spotted the galaxies by combing through a massive
library of star maps compiled under a project known as the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey, made public in 2008 and upgraded regularly since.

The team then used telescopes—including one at the Apache Point
Observatory in New Mexico, and the Walter Baade Telescope at the Los
Campanas Observatory in Chile—to confirm their findings.

Dwarf clusters are also natural laboratories for better understanding the
mysterious substance known as dark matter, thought to account for a
quarter of the Universe, the study found.

Likely made up of unknown sub-atomic particles, dark matter can only
be inferred through its gravitational pull on other objects in space.

Visible matter—everything we can touch and see—comprises about five
percent of the Universe.

Dwarf galaxies are doubly interesting in the quest to understand dark
matter.

Compared to larger galaxies, "they tend to have a lot more dark matter,"
explained Stierwalt.

Its gravitational force holds the clusters together.

And because they are older, these dwarf galaxies also have very little
"debris" such as gas and dust, and thus are unobstructed hunting grounds
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for dark matter.

Some astronomers are searching for this elusive substance using gamma-
ray detecting telescopes, on the theory that dark matter particles may
produce gamma rays as they decay or annihilate each other in space.

  More information: Direct evidence of hierarchical assembly at low
masses from isolated dwarf galaxy groups, 
nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/s41550-016-0025
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